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Introduction:  Rocks examined by the Mars Sci-

ence Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity rover in Gale Crater 

are covered by a thin veneer of fine grained airfall dust, 

which complicates the interpretion of bedrock targets, 

including their textural characteristics seen in Mars 

Handlens Imager (MAHLI) images as well as their ele-

mental compositions determined by Alpha Particle X-

ray Spectrometer (APXS) [1, 2]. Airfall dust is rich in S 

and Cl. In addition, the APXS yield depth (depth to 

which 90% of the x-rays are derived) varies as a func-

tion of Z (2 to 50 µm from Na to Fe) and dust most af-

fects light element concentrations. For some rock tar-

gets, the Dust Removal Tool (DRT) is used to brush 

some of the dust away to obtain a more complete view 

of the surface. Unfortunately, the DRT was used infre-

quently during the first two years of the MSL mission 

[REF] and is still not deployed on all rock targets due to 

operational limitations (time, energy, complexity).  A 

technique is therefore needed to unravel bedrock com-

positions from dusty rock targets.  

The goal of this study is to examine multiple image 

analysis methods for determining dust coverages in 

MAHLI images in order to find plausible ranges [3] and 

then to compare to APXS determined composition. 

Methods:  MAHLI takes microscopic images at a 

~2, 5, 10, and 25 cm standoff using a 2 megapixel colour 

camera [1]. Three methods were formulated to estimate 

the area dust coverages from MAHLI images of APXS 

rock targets (Fig 1). Targets with abundant vein material 

were not included by this analysis. Shadows produced 

on the surface were accouted for during analysis. Focus 

merge images are used when available [1]. Dust cover-

ages are determined for both the APXS field of view 

(FOV; ~1.7 cm diameter circle assumed centered in 

MAHLI image) and for of the entire image. 

Method 1 [4] utilizes the freeware ImageJ, a pro-

gram that analyses particles in an image. The image is 

set to greyscale and sharpened. The threshold of the im-

age is then adjusted until all of the dust particles in the 

image are highlighted.  

Method 2 makes use of a free editing program called 

Befunky [5]. The images are uploaded in the editor in 

order to enhance the dust from the bare bedrock. The 

image is then analysed in ImageJ by adjusting the colour 

threshold until only the dust particles are selected.  

Method 3 uses the program Befunky to sharpen the 

image and bring out the colour of the dust. Adobe Pho-

toshop is then used to select and change the colour of 

the dust particles to white. ImageJ is then used to set the 

image to greyscale, sharpen and analyze the image to 

produce a value for the dust coverage.  

Dust coverages estimated by each method are then 

compared to APXS compositions for APXS rock clas-

ses [6][7] to determine which elements yield the best 

correlations with dust coverage.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Dust coverage image analyses for  ‘as is’ APXS target Ekwir_1 

(sol 149); A: Unedited; B: Method 1 (70.02%); C: Method 2 

(60.53%); D: Method 3 (60.39%). 

 

     Results:  The analysis included 103 targets in which 

31 targets were brushed by DRT. Each image analysis  

gave a dust coverage value that was typically  consistant 

with every method used within a ~10-15% range. 

Method One typically has a higher dust coverage than 

Methods Two and Three  because when the image is 

placed under greyscale, it becomes difficult to differen-

tiate between the bedrock surface and the dust, leading 

to higher dust coverage values. The rock surfaces were 

generally flat, vuggy, sandstone, mudstone, or conglom-

erate with some surfaces having exposed vein material. 

The lighting conditions had an impact on the amount of 

dust that was picked up by MAHLI [8]. As is surfaces 

had dust coverages that were far greater than the DRT 

targets. As is surfaces had a dust coverage range of 

11.0%-74.1%, while DRT surfaces had a dust coverage 

range of 9.8%-59.5% when analyzed with Method One 

(Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2 Frequency of area dust coverage for As Is and DRT Targets 

using Method One. 

 

     Comparison with APXS:  The targets analysed in 

Fig. 3 belong to the John Klein class, which includes 

mudstones of the Sheepbed Formation examined by Cu-

riosity in Yellowknife Bay (sols 129 to 270) [3]. The 

mudstone targets of the John Klein class are relatively  

homogeneous in composition and demonstrate clear 

correlations with dust coverage and trending toward es-

timates of dust composition and soil measurements [9]. 

In particular, SO3/Cl increases (r = 0.984) and SiO2 de-

creases (r = -0.901) with increasing dust coverage. DRT 

targets have the lowest estimated dust coverages and 

lower  SO3/Cl and higher SiO2. Across all APXS rock 

class, SO3/Cl was found to be the most useful proxy for 

surface dust coverage. MgO and Na2O can also be used 

as a proxy for surface dust coverage. Mugearitic Jake M 

class rocks have ~25-50% dust coverage. Measured 

light elements such as Na2O (4.0 to 7.1 wt%) and MgO 

(2.9 to 5.3 wt%) may underestimate or overestimate true 

concentrations respectively. 

     Discussion and Conclusions:  By developing three 

methods for estimating dust coverage in MAHLI im-

ages, we address limitations inherent to each method. 

For method one, it is difficult to differentiate between 

bare bedrock and dust in greyscale images. In addition, 

method 1 does not account for shadows well. Method 2 

also relies on the users ability to differentiate between 

the dust and the bedrock surface, which can be difficult 

when the dust and rock have similar colours. Method 3 

may underestimate the dust coverage during analysis of 

the image in Adobe Photoshop, if not all dust is adjusted 

to pure white. All 3 methods have difficulty quantifying 

dust coverages on rock surfaces that have a abundant 

white vein material, composed of CaSO4 [10]. Partial 

shadow coverage seen in some images tends to obscure 

dusty surfaces decreases our estimates for dust coverage 

by all three methods. To minimize the effects of shad-

ows, nighttime and full shadow images are preferred for 

these techniques because shadows on the surface are 

minimized.  

     While dust coverages estimated by these three meth-

ods vary by ~10%, our results are consistent and provide 

plausible ranges of dust coverage for APXS targets.  

Each image must be examined individually to assess 

variations in lighting, shadows, and bedrock type. Nev-

ertheless, good agreement with APXS determined ele-

mental concentrations lends confidence to our approach.  

Our estimates will ultimately feed into APX Yield mod-

els to extract bedrock compositions from dusty rock tar-

gets. 

 
Fig 2. Plots of determined dust coverage and John Klein compositions 

of determined by APXS Portage is a soil. A: SO3/Cl vs. % coverage, 

B: SiO2 (wt%) vs. % coverage (Method One) 
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